Influence of morphology of low-band-gap PCDTBT:PC\textsubscript{71}BM composite on photoinduced charge transfer: LEPR spectroscopy study
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A B S T R A C T

Light-induced electron paramagnetic resonance (LEPR) study the steady-state of spin charge carriers initiated by Vis-NIR irradiation with the energy (wavelength) of 1.32–2.73 eV (940–455 nm) in organic composite of a low-band-gap poly(N(9-heptadecanyl)-2,7-carbazole-alt-5,5-(4,7-di-2-thienyl-2,1,3-benzothiadiazole)) (PCDTBT) with a [6,6]-phenyl-C\textsubscript{61}butyric acid methyl ester (PC\textsubscript{61}BM) within a wide temperature range is reported. LEPR spectra of the PCDTBT:PC\textsubscript{71}BM composite were deconvoluted and the main resonance parameters of polarons and anion radicals of methanofullerene were determined. The reversible formation of spin traps in polymer backbone, whose number, distribution and depth governed by the photon energy, has been shown. A part of photoinduced charge carriers is pinned by such traps resulting in formation of domains with different band gaps and photon sensitivity. Relaxation and dynamics parameters of all the charge carriers determined separately by the steady-state saturation method were shown to depend extremely on the energy of exciting photons. Polaron diffusion along polymer chains was analyzed in terms of spin interaction with the lattice phonons of crystalline domains embedded into amorphous polymer matrix. Activation of polaron hopping over the energetic barrier is characteristic for the charge transfer between polymer chains. Small-angle librations of methanofullerene cages in the polymer matrix were shown to follow the Markus model. Our results suggest that C\textsubscript{70}-counter-ions embedded into the PCDTBT backbone strengthen an overlapping of molecular orbitals and provoke a layered morphology of appropriate composite. This regularizes the polymer matrix, hinders the formation of spin traps and accelerates spin dynamics that in turn facilitates charge transport through bulk heterojunctions. It was shown that the spin-assisted photon-electron conversion is realized in the composite within the visible and near-infrared range of the sun spectrum with comparable efficiency. © 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The discovery of the photovoltaic effect in organic composite of an electron-donating conjugated polymer and an electron-accepting fullerene and its intensive study clearly demonstrated the formation of excitons upon light illumination. The excitons can be transformed into donor-acceptor complexes collapsing into radical pairs, namely positively charged polarons delocalized along polymer chains and negatively charged fullerene anion radicals embedded into polymer matrix \cite{1}. This confirmed a disruption of strongly bound neutral excitons into spin-charge-carrying quasi-pairs on a picosecond time scale due to photoinduced electron hopping from the conjugated polymer to the fullerene cage. This effect can be used for the realization of low-cost printable, portable and flexible renewable energy sources \cite{2}. Previous research has mainly focused on bulk heterojunctions (BHJ) formed by conjugated polymers and fullerene derivatives. One key characteristic for such compounds is the nanophase separation between polymer and fullerene sub-systems, which leads to a large interface for charge dissociation, and bicontinuous pathways for charge transport. The soluble poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) and [6,6]-phenyl-C\textsubscript{61}butyric acid methyl ester (PC\textsubscript{61}BM) mainly used for such purposes as electron donor and acceptor, respectively, allowed to reach power conversion efficiency of 4–5% \cite{3}. So small efficiency is explained by relatively large band gap of P3HT (~1.9 eV) limiting the fraction of the solar spectrum and the relatively small energy difference between the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of P3HT and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of PC\textsubscript{61}BM. In order to improve the light power conversion efficiency, these energies defined by the polymer band gap and HOMO should be decreased.
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Recently, several low-band-gap co-polymers based on poly(2,7-carbazole) derivatives were developed to absorb the wider solar spectrum with deeper HOMO [4]. These polymers are characterized by the internal charge transfer from an electron-rich unit to an electron-deficient moiety within each repeating unit. Tuning of their light-absorption ability and energy levels foredoomed extensive development and study. Among them, poly[(9-(1-octylpropynyl)-9H-carbazole-2,7-diyl)-2,5-thiophenediyl-2,1,3-benzothiadiazole-4,7-diyl-2,5-thiophenediyl] (PCDTBT) (see Fig. 1 for its molecular structure) with band gap near 1.88 eV [5] were discovered [6] to be one of the most efficient matrix for organic plastic field-effect transistors and solar cells [7]. Due to a relatively deep HOMO of active matrix and maximal internal quantum efficiency the light conversion efficiency of the PCDTBT:PC71BM composite layer reached 6–7% recently [8]. The higher light absorbance is due to the lower spherical symmetry of the fullerene in PC71BM cage as compared to PC61BM globe in appropriate PCDTBT:PC61BM BHJ [9]. One, however, should note that the extended spectral range of absorption may be overbalanced by recombination losses, or alternatively, by wasteful triplet formation [10]. Higher efficiency was achieved mainly due to ultrafast charge separation in the PCDTBT:PC71BM composite before localization of the primary excitation to form a bound exciton in contrast with conventional polymer:fullerene systems [11]. Besides, morphology of the PCDTBT:PC71BM BHJ becomes laterally oriented with “column-like” bilayer ordered polymer backbone [12] that improves the intralayer carrier mobility. Higher π-overlapping in such two-dimensional polymer backbone hinders its torsional twisting and, therefore, decreases the energy of its band gap [13]. This also accelerates charge hopping along and between PCDTBT bilayers. This evidences that charge dynamics is another important parameter affecting device light conversion efficiency.

An understanding of the charge separation, transport and recombination in such materials at a molecular level is crucial for the improving of the electronic properties and efficiency of appropriate molecular electronics. However, the link between the quantum efficiency, dynamics of charge carriers and energy of photons on the BHJ absorption spectrum is yet to be established.

The charge carriers are characterized by spin S = 1/2, so their magnetic, relaxation and dynamic properties can be undoubtedly studied in details by inter alia light-induced electron paramagnetic resonance (LEPR) spectroscopy [2,14,15]. The method appeared to be a very efficient tool for the investigation of electronic transfers within BHJ on the molecular scale because it allows in situ detection of the paramagnetic species resulting from such transfers. LEPR measurements, especially at millimeter wavebands [16–18], revealed the existence of polarons and fullerene counter-ions with different line shapes, EPR parameters and saturation properties. The method in combination with the microwave (MW) power saturation method allowed detecting electron relaxation, lifetime [19] and recombination [20] of spin charge carriers in various polymer:fullerene systems. Niklas et al. determined [18] the main values of g-tensors, g∥ = 2.0024, g∥ = 2.0018 for polarons and g∥ = 2.0060, g∥ = 2.0028, g∥ = 2.0021 by v-band (130 GHz) LEPR method for methanofullerene anion radicals photoinduced in the PCDTBT:PC71BM composite at T = 50 K. A recombination of charge carriers was proved to be spin-dependent [21]. This means that their spin origin can play a key role in the controlling and handling of electronic properties of photovoltaic devices by the EPR spectroscopy. Composition, relaxation and dynamics of charge carriers photoinduced in organic semiconductors are governed by spin-dependent exciton-charge interactions and consistent with the model of spin-assisted recombination of polaron pairs [22]. So, the study of photoindited electronic processes in polymer:fullerene systems under spin resonance could help us in creation of novel organic photovoltaic and spintronic devices. However, the dynamics and interaction of different spin ensembles affecting conversion efficiency of such and other polymer:fullerene BHJ are under debate and there not simple picture cleaning spin resonance-assisted processes in organic photoexcited systems.

It was shown by us that a part of polarons formed after excitation formation in result of irradiation of polymer backbone is pinned by spin traps whose the number and depth are governed by the composite morphology and photon energy [23,24]. Spin relaxation and charge carrier dynamics were shown to be governed by spin exchange and by the photon energy [23–26]. Formation, relaxation and dynamics of these charge carriers in the PCDTBT:PC61BMBHJ were studied in wide photon energy and temperature ranges [27]. Essential LEPR response of this composite appeared to be registered upon its irradiation even by IR photons with the

![Fig. 1. Dark and background irradiated by white light with the color temperature Tc = 5500K at T = 77 K 3-cm waveband LEPR spectra of the PCDTBT:PC71BM composite (1), attributed to localized methanofullerene anion radicals mF_{\text{loc}} and polarons P_{\text{loc}} as well as mobile radical quasi-pairs P_{\text{mob}}+mF_{\text{mob}}. The main values of their g-tensors, g_{\text{loc}} and isotropic g-factors, g_{\text{loc}} are shown as well. The spectrum calculated using g_{\text{loc}}^m = 2.0024 and g_{\text{loc}}^m = 2.0036 determined from the fitting for P_{\text{mob}} and mF_{\text{mob}}, respectively, fixed shifts g_{\text{loc}}^m – g_{\text{loc}}^m = 6.7 \times 10^{-4}, g_{\text{loc}}^m – g_{\text{loc}}^m = 7.3 \times 10^{-4}, g_{\text{loc}}^m – g_{\text{loc}}^m = 7.0 \times 10^{-5}. g_{\text{loc}}^m – g_{\text{loc}}^m = 2.37 \times 10^{-4}, g_{\text{loc}}^m – g_{\text{loc}}^m = 8.3 \times 10^{-4}, g_{\text{loc}}^m – g_{\text{loc}}^m = 1.53 \times 10^{-5}, determined at v-band EPR for P_{\text{loc}} and mF_{\text{loc}}, respectively, immobilized in the PCDTBT:PC71BM BHJ (see the text), and concentration ratio for these charge carriers $P_{\text{loc}}^m / mF_{\text{loc}}^m = 1.00 : 1.39 : 2.37 : 1.39$ is shown by dashed line. Spectroscopic terms calculated for P_{\text{mob}} and mF_{\text{mob}} are shown by dotted and dash-dotted lines, respectively. At the top, the formation of polaron and methanofullerene charge carriers accompanying by the formation of an electron from PCDTBT chain to PC71BM cage is also shown schematically. It should be noted that a polaron is normally delocalized on nearly three PCDTBT units.](image-url)
energy/wavelength of 1.32 eV/940 nm, in the absence of absorption where the optical absorption band is reset. This means that the spin concentration in the sample does not correlate definitely with the number of optical quanta absorbed by the sample. This observation is in contradiction with the conclusion made by Tong et al. [28] that the efficiency of carrier initiation in the fullerene-modified PCDTBT should be essentially independent of the excitation photon energy within sun spectrum range.

Here, we use direct LEPR spectroscopy combined with the MW steady-state saturation method to study the magnetic, relaxation and electronic properties of charge separated states of the PCDTBT:PC_{71}BM BHJ upon wider range of IR-Vis illumination. It demonstrated that the use of the PC_{71}BM counterions instead of the PC_{61}BM ones in appropriate composite leads to the arrangement of polymer matrix that increases its planarity, decreases the number of spin traps and, therefore, accelerates charge transfer through BHJ. The composite with PCDTBT matrix was confirmed to converse photons not only of visible light but also of infrared irradiation.

2. Experimental details

Poly[N-9'S-heptadecanyl-2,7-carbazole-alt-5,5-(4,7'-di-2-thienyl-2,1,3'-benzothiadiazole)] (PCDTBT) from the St. Jean Photochemicals Inc. and 99.5% [6,6]-phenyl-C_{71}-butyric acid methyl ester (PC_{71}BM) obtained from Solenne BV were used without further purification. Insert in Fig. 1 shows schematically chemical structures of these ingredients. First 0.7 mg of PCDTBT was dissolved in 0.5 ml of chlorobenzene:di-chlorobenzene (1:3) mixture. This solution was sonicated for 5 min in ultrasonic bath LT-05C (60 W) followed by heating at T = 333 K for 5 min. Fullerenic derivative was added into above solution to the molar ratio PCDTBT:PC_{71}BM = 1:4, afterwards the resulting solution was additionally maintained at T = 333 K for 20 h to complete dissolution of PC_{71}BM. The prepared solution was serially casted onto both sites of ceramic plate and dried until polymer:fullerene composite was formed as double-sided film, both with the size of ca. 8 × 4 × 0.1 mm³.

The sample was permanently irradiated by the solid-state polychromatic LXHL-LW3C (white, color temperature T_c = 5500 K, 5800 lx) and monochromatic YT-5WIR850-H (1.32 eV/940 nm, 860 lx), HH-5WP2TR8502112-M-P (1.46 eV/850 nm, 1160 lx), HH-5WP2TR7702112-M-P (1.61 eV/770 nm, 1280 lx), HH-5WP2XR2112-T-P (1.91 eV/650 nm, 1180 lx), LXHL-LD3C (1.98 eV/625 nm, 5150 lx), LXHL-LD3C (2.10 eV/590 nm, 2500 lx), LXHL-LM3C (2.34 eV/530 nm, 3130 lx), LXHL-LE3C (2.46 eV/505 nm, 6200 lx), HH-5WP2AG2112-T-P (2.53 eV/490 nm, 6000 lx), LXHL-LR3C (2.73 eV/455 nm, 6150 lx) LED light sources with a spectral half bandwidth of ca. 15 nm/0.1 eV directly in the MW cavity through quartz light guide. Integral luminance I (lx) of these sources was estimated using a broadband IMO-2N output power light irradiation bolometer in combination with a digital luxmeter LX1010BS for the further normalization of spin concentration. In order to decompose overlapping signals for more precise estimation of their parameters, the “light on-light off” method with subsequent annealing was applied.

EPR measurements were performed using an X-band (3-cm, 9.7 GHz) PS-100X spectrometer with maximal MW power of 150 mW and 100 kHz field ac modulation for phase-lock detection. The former allowed reaching magnetic term B_L of MW field up to 0.48 G. “Dark” and photoinduced EPR spectra of the composite were obtained at 77 K in quartz Dewar filled with liquid nitrogen and at 90–340 K in dry nitrogen flow using a BRT SKB IOH temperature controller. In the latter case, the temperature is controlled by calibrated Cu/CuFe thermocouple with high sensitivity (15 μV/K at 20 K) and stability (0.5 K) situated around the sample. Gaseous nitrogen flow with the stability of 0.1% makes it possible to vary temperature in the EPR cavity center with the error of 0.3 K. All the spectra were recorded under the same gain, modulation, accumulation times, accumulation number, and microwave power. The signal-to-noise ratio of the LEPR spectra was improved by signal averaging at several (typical 4–6) acquisitions. The number of all paramagnetic centers stabilized and photoindinitated in the composite was determined using comparable double integration of their contributions accurately deconvoluted from effective LEPR spectra and that of 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-1-oxyl (TEMPO) nitroxide radical registered far from their MW saturation when the value of B_L and amplitude of ac modulation B_m in the cavity center did not exceed 0.05 and 1.0 G, respectively. Operating conditions were chosen to avoid significant power saturation and modulation broadening, whereas electron relaxation parameters of both type charge carriers were determined separately using the steady-state saturation method [29] at B_L < 0.48 G. Processing and simulations of the EPR spectra were performed with the Bruker SimFonia and OriginLab softwares. The error of determination of the spectral amplitude, width and position does not exceed ±3.8%, ±1.2%, and ±0.11%.

3. Results and discussions

3.1. Spin composition and EPR parameters

Fig. 1 exhibits EPR spectra of the PCDTBT:PC_{71}BM composite obtained with and without background irradiation by polychromatic (white, T_c = 5500 K) light at T = 77 K directly in the cavity of EPR spectrometer. Normally, polymer:fullerene samples in the dark demonstrate weak single EPR spectra attributed to intrinsic paramagnetic defects. Dark EPR spectrum of the composite under study presented in Fig. 1 could be also originated from the interaction with IR photons inside the spectrometer (see below). LEPR spectra consist of lines contributed from paramagnetic centers with different concentration, mobility and EPR parameters.

PCDTBT contains of some S and N heteroatoms with perceptible nuclear magnetic moment and, therefore, characterizing by different hyperfine constant. Weak spin–orbit interaction of an unpaired electron delocalized on a polaron with such heteroatoms has been detected by the high-field EPR spectroscopy [30] to provoke rhombic symmetry of spin density and, therefore, anisotropic g-factor and line width. Since the backbone of a conjugated polymer is preferably parallel to the film substrate [3], the lowest principal g-value, g_zy, is normally associated with the polymer backbone. The macromolecule can take any orientation relative to the z-axis, i.e., the polymer backbone direction is derived from the presence of both the g_za and g_zy components in the spectra for all BHJ orientations in the sample. Thus, the g-factor anisotropy is a result of inhomogeneous distribution of additional fields along the x and y directions within the plane of the polymer σ-skeleton rather than along its perpendicular z direction. This parameter is governed by the structure and morphology of polymer matrix, hyperfine interaction of a polaron spin with a heteroatom nuclear, etc. EPR parameters of a fullerene anion radical are also weakly anisotropic. However, in contrast with a polaron, unpaired electron is localized rather on its Cαα-cage and weakly interacts with side groups [17]. If these spins move in condensed media these parameters are averaged shifting to an effective (isotropic) g-factor, g_eff = (g_za + g_zy + g_zy)/3. The line width of these charge carriers is also averaged similarly.

In order to obtain and analyze these parameters, one should deconvolute such spectra using the “light on-light off” procedure [17,18,24]. Each light photon initiates a priori a pair of opposite mobile charge carriers with averaged magnetic parameters. The part of these carriers is captured by spin traps, so the anisotropy of
their LEPR spectra becomes more obvious. Under these assumptions using the main values of g-tensors determined for charge carriers initiated in the PCDTBT:PC71BM at 130 GHz waveband EPR by laser photons with the energy/wavelength of 2.33 eV/532 nm [18], one can obtain separately their magnetic resonance, relaxation and dynamics parameters. So, experimental LEPR spectra of the system under study as in the case of other PC71BM-based polymer composites [17,18,24] were assigned to mobile radical quasi-pairs of the positively charged polarons $P^+_\text{mob}$ moving along polymer chains and methanofullerene anion radicals $mF^-\text{mob}$ pseudo-rotating around own main molecular axis within polymer matrix as well as respective paramagnetic centers, $P^\text{loc}$ and $mF^-\text{loc}$, captured by spin traps reversibly photoinduced in this matrix. Spectral contributions of these spins are also presented in Fig. 1. All terms of the sum spectra were analyzed to be characterized by Lorentzian line shape. As in the case of the P3HT:PC61BM [23,31] and PCDTBT:PC61BM [27] composites this argues in favor of a smaller number of spin traps and faster spin dynamics in the sample under study.

Normally, photoinitiation of such charge carriers occurs in the femtosecond time scale, whereas electron back transfer with charge annihilation is much slower due to relatively fast dynamics and slow structural relaxation in such a system [32]. This is the reason why an effective number of spin charge carriers should inversely depend on the probability of their recombination. Such process is determined by spin multistage activation diffusion along a polymer chain and tunneling from a chain to a fullerene anion [33]. The decay of mobile charge carriers photoinitiated in a polymer:fullerene system consists of temperature-independent fast and exponentially temperature-dependent slow contributions [23,26,34]. These processes are respectively ascribed to bimolecular recombination of mobile and less-mobile charge carriers trapped in deeper states [35]. As in case of PCDTBT:PC61BM BHJ [27], the illumination of the composite under study, however, leads to drastic decrease in spin concentration in its BHJ. This can evidence for lower concentration of spin traps in this matrix that can also improve the electronic properties of this system.

### 3.2. Spin concentration

Effective concentration of all spins photoinduced in the PCDTBT:PC71BM BHJ under permanent illumination by white light was determined to be $N = 3.3 \times 10^{19}$ spin/g at $T = 77$ K. This value is ~3 smaller than determined for PCDTBT:PC61BM composite at similar experimental conditions [27]. This fact may indicate, e.g., the formation of a smaller number of trapped charge carriers and their faster recombination in the system under study. Because spin concentration is a function of spin traps [35], the number of charge carriers depends on the energy of initiating photons $h\nu_\text{ph}$ as it is shown in Fig. 2a. This can be explained by the reversible formation of spin traps in polymer matrix upon light illumination. The number, depth and distribution of such traps were shown [24,27] to depend on the structure of polymer matrix and energy of the light photons. It is seen from Fig. 2a, that a more significant change of spin concentration with a frequency occurs for mobile quasi-pairs $P^\text{mob}$–$mF^-\text{mob}$. Rather drastic dependence of spin number on the photon energy is registered for photon of visible light band at $h\nu_\text{ph}/\lambda_\text{ph} \approx 2.7$ eV/460 nm lying around characteristic peaks registered in both the optical and photon-to-current efficiency spectra of morphologically optimized PCDTBT:PC71BM films [28,36].

Two main features should be noticed from an analysis of the data presented. One of them is the initiation of spin charge carriers not only by photons of visible light (whose right sub-bands are restricted by horizontal dashed segments) but also by IR phonons (left sub-band) similarly to that as it was detected in case of the PCDTBT:PC61BM system [27]. Thus, one can conclude that the weak spectrum obtained in the absence of light irradiation and shown in Fig. 1 might be attributed to the same paramagnetic centers

---

**Fig. 2.** (a) The concentration of immobilized charge carriers $P^\text{loc}$, $mF^-\text{loc}$, and mobile quasi-pairs $P^\text{mob}$–$mF^-\text{mob}$ photoinduced in the PCDTBT:PC71BM composite at $T = 77$ K as a function of photon energy $h\nu_\text{ph}$ (wavelength $\lambda_\text{ph}$) normalized to illuminance $I$ of light sources. Respective values determined for these centers initiated in the system by white light are shown by the bottom, middle and top horizontal dashed sectors, respectively. Dashed lines connecting the experimental points are painted arbitrarily only for illustration to guide the eye. (b) Temperature dependence of concentration of these charge carriers photoinduced in the composite by photons of white light with color temperature $T_c = 5500$ K. Up-to-down dashed lines show the dependences calculated from Eq. (1) with $\Delta E_0 = 0.015$, 0.002 and 0.012 eV, respectively.
The peak-to-peak line width $\Delta E_{\text{pp}}$, spin-lattice $T_1$ and spin–spin $T_2$ relaxation times, and anisotropy of spin dynamics, $A - D_{\text{iso}}/ D_{\text{aniso}}$, determined for charge carriers induced in the PCDTBT:PC$_{71}$BM composite upon illuminated by photons with different energy $h\nu_{\text{ph}}$/wavelength $\lambda_{\text{ph}}$ at $T = 77\,\text{K}$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>$h\nu_{\text{ph}}$/wavelength $\lambda_{\text{ph}}$</th>
<th>$\Delta E_{\text{pp}}, \text{eV}$</th>
<th>$T_1^z, 10^3,\text{s}$</th>
<th>$T_2^z, 10^3,\text{ps}$</th>
<th>$T_2^{zz}, 10^3,\text{ps}$</th>
<th>$A, 10^6$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>1.32/940</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>5.72</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.46/850</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>2.91</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>3.59</td>
<td>66</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.61/770</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>3.91</td>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.91/650</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>4.02</td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.98/625</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>4.10</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.30/590</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>4.11</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.34/530</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>3.86</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.46/505</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>2.86</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.53/490</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.73/455</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>2.72</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Determined for polaronic P$^\pm$.
$^b$ Determined for methanofullerene anion radicals M$^\text{m}^-$.  
$^c$ Determined for immobilized methanofullerene anion radicals $\text{M}^\text{m}^{-\text{loc}}$.  
$^d$ Determined for mobile methanofullerene anion radicals $\text{M}^\text{m}^{-\text{mob}}$.

originated due to IR irradiation from different wave electronic elements inside EPR spectrometer. Besides, the number of photons absorbed by polymer:fullerene system does not correlate with an effective number of spins initiated by these photons.

Once the temperature of the composite rises, the number of spin charge carriers decreases as it shown in Fig. 2b. Such spin decay can be explained in terms of its recombination with opposite charge carrier during polaron quasi-one-dimensional (Q1D) motion. When such carrier diffuses in polymer backbone between initial $i$ and final $j$ sites it spends the energy $\Delta E_i$. This is followed by its recombination with opposite charge on fullerene globe. Therefore, the decay of both spin charge carriers should follow the Miller–Abrahams energy-dependent equation [37]

$$N(\Delta E_i) = N_0 \exp \left( \frac{-\Delta E_i}{k_B T} \right),$$  

(1)

where $k_B$ is the Boltzmann constant. It is seen from Fig. 2b that the dependences calculated from Eq. (1) with $\Delta E_0 = 0.002, 0.012$ and 0.015 eV fit well to the experimental data obtained for the $P_\text{loc}^{\text{m}}$, $P_\text{m}^{-\text{loc}}$ and $P_\text{m}^{-\text{m}}$ charget carriers, respectively. Pandey et al. have shown [38] that the charge is transferred through PCDTBT:PC$_{71}$BM BHJ mainly by holes. This fact may explain the higher value of $\Delta E_i$ obtained for the opposite charge carriers.

3.3. LEPR line width

Various static and dynamics factors can affect a line width of paramagnetic centers. One of them is the above mentioned hyperfine interaction of the spins and the nuclei of heteroatoms included in the composite backbone. Interaction of polaron and methanofullerene iron radicals with other spins should also accelerate electron relaxation of all spin reservoirs and, therefore, broaden their EPR lines. Translational dynamics of polaron and reorientational diffusion of fullerene cage in BHJ should be also taken into account. If a part of charge carriers is partly fixed in spin traps formed in polymer matrix an effective line width should be also changed. The line widths of both charge carriers photoinduced in the PCDTBT:PC$_{71}$BM BHJ by photons of different energy at $T = 77\,\text{K}$ are summarized in Table 1. The analysis of the data presented allows concluding the notable monotonic line broadening with increasing photon energy. So, the number and depth of such traps are indeed governed by the energy of phonons initiating their formation.

A polaron $P_\text{mob}^-$ hopping along the polymer chain with the rate $v_{\text{hop}}$ can interact with unpaired electrons of methanofullerene anion radicals, quasi-rotating or captured by the spin traps, considering as more fixed centers as compared with diffusing polaron. This process should additionally broaden individual line by the value [39]

$$\delta(\Delta \omega) = \frac{\alpha^2 v_{\text{hop}} n \hbar}{2(1 + \alpha^2)},$$  

(2)

where $\alpha = (3/2) 2\pi \hbar / h v_{\text{hop}} J$ is the constant of exchange interaction of spins in a radical pair, $h$ is the Plank constant, $v_{\text{hop}} = (v_{\text{hop}}^{(0)} \exp (-E_s/k_B T)$, $E_s$ is the activation of polaron motion along polymer chain, and $n$ is a number of radicals per polymer unit. The latter parameter is temperature dependent that should be taken into account for interpretation of experimental LEPR spectra. Weak and strong exchange limits can be realized in such multispin system. In the case of weak or strong exchange, the increase of $v_{\text{hop}}$ may result in the decrease or the increase in exchange frequency, respectively.

Isotropic widths of both contributions into an effective LEPR spectrum of the PCDTBT:PC$_{71}$BM composite and those normalized to the respective spin concentration per polymer unit $n$, are shown in Fig. 3 as a function of temperature. The dependences calculated from Eq. (2) with $E_s = 0.008$ and 0.009 eV are also shown in the insert of Fig. 3. The data presented evidence the applicability of the approach proposed above for interpretation of electronic processes realized in the composite under study. It is seen from the Figure that the line width of polaron and methanofullerene anion radicals depends differently on the temperature compare to the case of the PCDTBT:PC$_{61}$BM BHJ [27]. It can be due to the different nature and mechanism of motion of spin charge carriers in domains inhomogeneously distributed in the composite under study. Such inhomogeneity seems to be more characteristic for methanofullerene cages than for polaronic phase due to possibly more ordered, layer morphology of polymer matrix of the composite. This is also evidenced by the difference in activation energy obtained for these charge carriers. An opposite temperature dependence of line width obtained for these charge carriers can be explained by their different interaction with microenvironment shifting spin–spin exchange interaction regime within the above mentioned weak and strong limits as it is realized in other similar systems [15,40]. The energies $E_s$ necessary to activate the motion of polaronic and methanofullerene charge carriers in the PCDTBT:PC$_{71}$BM BHJ were appeared to be considerably smaller than those (0.028 and 0.013 eV, respectively) obtained for the PCDTBT:PC$_{61}$BM composite at the same experimental conditions [27]. This is additional evidence of a more ordered structure of the composite under study.
radicals near own main molecular axis with coefficient $D_{rot}$. These processes induce an additional magnetic field in the vicinity of electron and nuclear spins and, therefore, accelerate electron relaxation of all spin ensembles. So, the following equations can be written for spin-lattice and spin–spin relaxation rates [41]:

$$T_1^{-1} = \langle \Delta \omega^2 \rangle [2J(\omega_k) + 8J(2\omega_k)],$$  

$$T_2^{-1} = \langle \Delta \omega^2 \rangle [3J(0) + 5J(\omega_k) + 2J(2\omega_k)],$$

where $\langle \Delta \omega^2 \rangle = 1/(10\gamma^2 \hbar^2 S(S+1)\pi \Sigma_{ij}$ is a constant of a dipole-dipole interaction for a powder with the lattice sum $\Sigma_{ij}$, $\gamma_e$ is gyromagnetic ratio for electron, $h = \hbar/2\pi$. $n_{loc} = n_{loc} + n_{mob}/2$ is the probability of localized, $n_{loc}$, and, $n_{mob}$, spin situation on a lattice unit, $J(\omega_k) = 2D_{1D}^{loc} \omega_k^{1/2}$ at $D_{1D}^{loc} \gg \omega_k, \Delta_{1D}$ or $J(0) = 2D_{1D}^{loc} \omega_k^{1/2}$ at $D_{3D} \gg \omega_k$ is a spectral density function for Q1D motion, $D_{1D} = 4D_{1D}^{loc}/2$, $\omega_k$ is the resonant angular frequency of electron spin precession, and $L$ is the spatial extent of the polaron wave function equivalent approximately 3 units for PCDTBT [18]. Spectral density function for rotational librations with correlation time $\tau_s$ is $J(\omega_k) = 2\tau_s/(1 + \tau_s^2 \omega_k^2)$.

Spin diffusion coefficients calculated from Eqs. (3) and (4) for charge carriers photoinduced in the PCDTBT:PC$_{71}$BM composite using appropriate spin concentration and relaxation data, as well as the spectral density functions are presented in Fig. 4a as a function of the initiated photon energy $h\nu_{ph}$. The Figure shows that the rates of polaron diffusion along and between polymer chains are governed by the energy of photons demonstrating extreme dependences with characteristic $h\nu_{ph} \approx 2.4$ eV. Dynamics parameter of methanofullerene anion radicals also extremely depends on the photon energy with characteristic $h\nu_{ph} \approx 1.8$ eV. This value lies near the band gap of the PCDTBT matrix, 1.88 eV [5]. It is seen from Table 1 that the anisotropy of polaron dynamics, $A = D_{1D}^{loc}/D_{3D}$, in the PCDTBT:PC$_{71}$BM composite decreases nearly exponentially with the increase of $h\nu_{ph}$ up to 2.5 eV without an extremum at 2.1 eV characteristic for PCDTBT:PC$_{60}$BM BHJ [27]. This evidences more ordered BHJ under study at wider intermediate $h\nu_{ph}$ region. Similar strong decrease in the anisotropy of polaron dynamics was registered in the study of charge transfer in MW-treated P3HT:PC$_{60}$BM composite [42]. This effect was explained by more ordered polymer matrix and methanofullerene clusters in so modified system that facilitates polaron diffusion, inhibits fullerenol reorientation and decreases interaction of charge carriers in photoinduced radical quasi-pairs. The formation of appropriate crystallites in an amorphous polymer matrix extends a diffusion of charge carriers and increases in efficiency of light conversion.

Dynamics parameters of charge carriers photoinduced by wide-range white ($T_e = 5500$ K) light are presented in Fig. 4b as a function of the temperature. Stronger temperature dependence characteristic for intrachain polaron dynamics can be described, e.g., in terms of polaron scattering on the phonons of crystalline lattice domains embedded into an amorphous polymer matrix [43]. According to this model, such scattering should accelerate polaron intrachain diffusion by the value

$$D_{1D}(T) = D_{1D}^{loc} e^{2} \left[ \sinh \left( \frac{E_{ph}}{k_B T} \right) - 1 \right],$$

where $E_{ph}$ is the energy of lattice phonons. Indeed, it is seen from Fig. 4b, where dependence calculated from Eq. (5) with $E_{ph} = 0.124$ eV is also presented, that this approach satisfactorily describes the experimental data obtained. The latter value lies near the energy of lattice phonons of various conjugated polymers (0.09–0.32 eV) [44] and plastic solar cells [15], however, is sufficiently smaller.

Fig. 3. Temperature dependence of the effective peak-to-peak line width $\Delta \omega_{pp}^{(0)}$ determined for the polaron $P^*$ (circles) and methanofullerene anion radicals $mF^*$ (triangles) photoinduced in the PCDTBT:PC$_{71}$BM composite by photons of white light with $T_e = 5500$K. The upper (0) symbol in $\Delta \omega_{pp}^{(0)}$ means that this parameter is measured far from the spectrum microwave saturation. The same values divided by the number of appropriate charge carriers per a polymer unit, $\Delta \omega_{pp}^{(0)/n_c}$ are shown as function of temperature. The dependences calculated from Eq. (2) with $\omega_i^{loc} = 2.9 \times 10^7$ s$^{-1}$, $E_i = 0.008$ eV and $\omega_i^{mob} = 3.3 \times 10^7$ s$^{-1}$, $E_i = 0.009$ eV are shown by the top and bottom dashed lines. The error margins do not exceed the symbol size.

3.4. Spin relaxation and dynamics

At the increase of magnetic term $B_i$ of MW field the intensity of LEPR spectra of polarons and methanofullerene anion radicals photoinitated in the PCDTBT:PC$_{71}$BM BHJ first increases linearly, reaching plateaus at some $B_i$ value and then decreases due to manifestation of a MW saturation effect [29]. As in the case of other spin solids, this allowed us to determine separately the spin-lattice $T_1$ and spin–spin $T_2$ relaxation times of these paramagnetic centers at wide regions of the temperature and photon energy $h\nu_{ph}$. Relaxation times obtained for charge carriers photoinduced in the system under study at different $h\nu_{ph}$ and $T = 77$ K are summarized in Table 1.

By the analysis of the data obtained one can conclude that the spin-lattice relaxation of charge carriers $P_{loc}^{*}$ and $mF_{mob}^{*}$ accelerates rather monotonically with the increase of $h\nu_{ph}$. The interaction of immobilized polaron with environments, however, decreases at $h\nu_{ph} = 2.73$ eV. The same relaxation parameter of $mF_{mob}^{*}$ increases remarkably only at $h\nu_{ph} \approx 1.9–2.1$ eV changing weakly at the lower and higher photon energy. All the centers demonstrate weak $T_2(\nu_{ph})$ dependence within all the energy region used (see Table 1). The temperature also slightly affects spin–spin relaxation of all spin packets (not presented). The $T_1$ value of immobilized polarons changes weakly within the temperature range 77–160 K. On the other hand, an opposite charge carriers are characterized by much faster energy exchange with environment which accelerate their spin-lattice relaxation. The heating of the composite additionally steps up such exchange of $mF_{mob}^{*}$.

Spin relaxation is governed not only by the structure and morphology of the system but also by various spin-aided dynamics processes occurring in the PCDTBT:PC$_{71}$BM BHJ, e.g. the polaron diffusion along Q1D and quasi-three-dimensional (Q3D) diffusion between polymer chains with coefficients $D_{1D}$ and $D_{3D}$, respectively, and pseudo-rotating libration of methanofullerene anion...
than evaluated for polaron dynamics in the PCDTBT:PC$_{61}$BM BHJ [27].

Spin charge carriers in polymer systems might be expected to have a large effect on their ac mobility [45], so, as in case of conducting polymers [46] and polymer:fullerene composites [15], the interchain spin dynamics in the PCDTBT:PC$_{71}$BM BHJ can be explained in the frames of the Pike [47] and Elliott [48] models based on the carrier hopping over the energetic barrier $E_b$. Such approach predicts the frequency and temperature dependent interchain diffusion coefficient of polaron charge carriers

$$D_{3D} = D_{3D}^0 k_s T^2 \omega_s^4 \exp \left( \frac{E_b}{k_b T} \right),$$  

where $k_s$ is constant and $s = 1 - 6k_B T/E_b$ is the parameter reflecting polymer system dimensionality. As Fig. 4b evidences, this parameter indeed follows Eq. (6) with $E_b = 0.072$ eV at $\omega_s = 6.1 \times 10^{10}$ rad s$^{-1}$. It should be noted that the $E_b$ obtained is nearly the same (0.079 eV) as necessary for polaron interchain diffusion in this matrix modified by PC$_{60}$BM [27].

Libration mobility of the PC$_{71}$BM cages can possibly be described in the framework of a semiclassical Marcus theory adopted for conjugated polymers [49]. This approach, methanofullerene ion radicals should reorient between polymer layers with the rate of

$$\omega_{rot} = \omega_{rot}^0 \frac{1}{\sqrt{4E_r k_B T}} \exp \left( -\frac{E_r}{4k_B T} \right),$$  

where $E_r$ is both the inner- and outer-sphere reorganization energy of charge carriers due to their interaction with the lattice phonons. Indeed, such dynamics of the PC$_{71}$BM cages is realized according to the Marcus theory with $E_r = 0.010$ eV (Fig. 4b). This parameter is considerably lower than that obtained for the PCDTBT:PC$_{61}$BM BHJ [27] due to a layered morphology of the composite under study. However, it lies near that determined for activation of reorientation of PC$_{60}$BM anion radicals in poly(3-alkylthiophenes) [26] as well as C$_{60}$- and C$_{70}$-anions in polymethylmethacrylate and cyclohexane [50]. Fullerene reorientational hopping or rotation in pure C$_{60}$ requires much higher activation energy (0.224 eV) [51], so, the interaction of such charge carriers with the nearest spins, lattice phonons, etc., may affect their relaxation and dynamics and that should be taken into account when interpreting the results. Therefore, one may to conclude that the energy conversion by BHJ with PCDTBT matrix is realized within the visible and infrared regions of the sun spectrum with comparable quantum efficiency. The use of PC$_{61}$BM counter-ion instead of PC$_{60}$BM one leads to the deeper overlapping of molecular orbitals in polymer backbone. As a result, this leads to the layered morphology and more ordered PCDTBT:PC$_{71}$BM composite, hinders the formation of spin traps in its matrix and accelerates relaxation and dynamics of charge carriers. This significantly extends the scope of respective energy conversion elements.

4. Conclusions

In summary, we have presented the first results of the comprehensive LEPR study of photoinitiation, relaxation and dynamics of polarons diffusing along and between polymer chains and methanofullerene anion radicals librating between polymer lies of PCDTBT:PC$_{71}$BM composite. These processes are governed by the interaction of charge carriers with own microenvironment and other spin ensembles. The light photons also initiate spin traps in the polymer backbone which capture the part of these charge carriers. The number and depth of such traps are governed by the energy of photons. This originates the spin- and trap-assistance of
all main magnetic resonance, recombination, relaxation and dynamics processes carrying out in the PCDTBT:PC71BM composite. The use of C70-cage instead of C60-globe as an electron acceptor accelerates own pseudo-rotation, and electron relaxation. It also deepens overlapping of molecular orbitals in appropriate BHJ. This hinders the formation of spin traps and provokes the more ordered (crystalline) structure of the PCDTBT:PC71BM BHJ with the layered morphology accelerating spin and charge transport through BHJ. Such composite conserves energy of photons of visible light and infrared irradiation into spin charge carriers that significantly extends the scope of energy conversion of such cells. The method can be efficiently used for respective detailed study of similar organic composites with low-band gap matrices for further creation of novel elements of organic electronics and spintronic.
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